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Introduction 
The McDame Creek Area, i n which the specimens were obtained^" has not 

as yet been geologically surveyed. Mr. Leo Price with the Geological Sur
vey of Canada worked i n the area i n the summer of 1949, and Mr. Hugh 
Gabrielse, also with the Geological Survey of Canada, worked i n the area 
i n the summers of 1950 and 1951. I t was i n the summer of 1951 that Mr. J. 
McDougall, working under Mr. Gabrielse obtained the specimens from which 
this report was done. 

The Contact Group i s actually divided into four different parts. These 
are as follows: 2 CfrCauLi^ 

#1 Pyrite, bismuthinite mineralization i n a quartz vein i n porphy-
r i t i c granite. f /2<Ja£j(L&ts , 

#2 Massive pyrrhotite zone i n metamorphosed limestone. 
#3 Galena, sphalerite mineralization occupying a fissure vein i n a 

cross fracture i n crystalline limestone. This i s the main pros
pect and assays 6 0 ozs. of silver per ton of ore. 

# 4 Mineralization i n the talus approximately 1 thousand feet below 
# 3 . Whether this i s outcrop or not has not been determined. 
Megascopically the mineralization seems to be approximately that 
of # 3 . 

This report w i l l serve a three-fold purpose. F i r s t to partially f u l 
f i l the requirements of the course i n mineralography (Geology 4 0 9 ) . Second, 
to determine the minerals present i n the specimens. Third, to determine 
whether # 4 i s a continuation of vein # 3 , float from vein # 3 , or a complete
l y different vein. 

1 See Map 1, p. 1A 
2 See Map 2 , p. IB 
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A l l the samples taken were surface samples and, as yet, there has been 
no development work done. As far as i s known the base metals i n the area 
have not been studied before. 

Mineralogy of #1. 
Pyrite, bismuthinite mineralization i n a quartz vein i n porphyritic 
granite. 

Megascopic 
The white to rusty coloured quartz contains many vugs that are lined 

with small quartz crystals. Small amounts of pyrite and bismuthinite are 
distributed irregularly through the quartz,but seem to be related to the 
vugs. In the weathered portion of the vein the bismuthinite appears to 
have weathered out leaving a box work i n the quartz. This box work i s 
covered with a yellowish oxide, possibly bism^ite. The vein i s unpros-
pected and may yield other minerals below the leached zone. It assays 9 . 0 2 

ozs. i n silver and contains copper i n the bright, flaky bismuthinite. 
y 

Microscopic 
Bismuthinite -

bismuthinite 
The galena white/occurs i n irregular masses f i l l i n g minor fractures i n 

the quartz and replacing both quartz and pyrite. (See diagram below) 



Bismuthinite (cont!d.) 
The main mass of bismuthinite i s approximately 4 mm, long and 1 mm. wide. 
The bismuthinite i s strongly anisotropic showing polarization colours grey-
brown, dark blue to black. The etch tests were as follows: HgCl2 pos., 
KOH neg., KGN neg., HC1 neg., FeCl^ neg,, HNÔ  pos. - effervesces, stains 
irridescent to brown. Microchemical tests showed bismuth and copper. The 
mineral was positively identified by means of the X-ray. It i s interesting 
to note that a portion of the bismuthinite remainedisotropic and was be
lieved to be another mineral. However, this was also X-rayed and proved 
to be bismuthinite. 

The pale, brass yellow pyrite occurs as large fractured crystals from 
one eighth to three eighths inches long. The bismuthinite replaced pyrite 
along the quartz-pyrite boundary and also along the fractures i n the pyrite. 

Unknown I -
A small, creamy silver coloured mineral was observed i n the bismuthin* 

i t e . Its hardness was apparently the same as that of bismuthinite (B/) and 
i t appeared to be strongly anisotropic with lig h t to dark-grey polarization 
colours. The etch tests were as follows: HgCl2 neg,, KOH neg., KCN neg., 
FeCl^ pos. - brown stain, HNO3 pos. As closely as could be determined the 
mineral belongs to the following group: tetradymite, aiki n i t e , calaverite, 
cosalite, krennerite, galenobismutite, melonite, sylvanite. Due to i t s ex-

The paragenesis of this specimen i s probably quartz, pyrite and bis
muthinite and unknown deposited last. From the mineral assemblage i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to determine the temperature range, however, on the basis of 
the bismuthinite i t may be mesothermal. Quartz forms 15% of the polished 

Pyrite 

tremely small size the mineral could not be X-rayed. 



section, pyrite approximately 2056 and bismuthinite and unknown approximate

l y 5%. 

Mineralogy of #2. 

Massive pyrrhotite zone in metamorphosed limestone. 

Megascopic 

The massive pyrrhotite specimens have a dull, earthy-brown appearance* 

The pyrrhotite appears to have replaced limestone; calcite and/or dolomite 

is the main gangue in the section. 

Microscopic 

Marcasite -

These sections are composed almost entirely of marcasite, which has 

replaced pyrrhotite. In some cases the replacement is complete, in others, 

the pyrrhotite remains as residual remnants. The marcasite shows a collo-

form banding around some of the pyrrhotite remnants* Since these are sur

face specimens this is probably supergene marcasite* 

Pyrrhotite -

The pinkish coloured pyrrhotite takes a good polish and stands out 

distinctly in the ground mass of marcasite. Some of the pyrrhotite "laths" 

are separated by thin bands of marcasite. Where the residual pyrrhotite is 

more massive i t is veined and corroded by marcasite. 

Chalcopyrite -

The bright yellow chalcopyrite appears in irregular masses from .4. to 

2 mm. in length in the marcasite. Some of the chalcop|trite grains are frac

tured and the fractures are f i l l e d with limonite. A few small irregular 

bodies of sphalerite, about 20 microns in length are present in the chalco

pyrite* The chalcopyrite and sphalerite probably existed in solid solu

tion. 



Limonite -
The limonite appears as dark grey veinlets showing colloform banding. 

These veinlets run through the marcasite and the chalcopyrite. 
Gangue -

The gangue occurs i n large crystals from one quarter to three eighths 
of an inch long. These crystals show a strong rhombohedral cleavage and a 
strong effervescence with HG1. Since they are also soft, the gangue i s 
probably a carbonate. 

The paragenesis w i l l probably be as follows: pyrrhotite, earliest, 
followed by chalcopyrite and sphalerite contemporaneously, marcasite, and 
f i n a l l y limonite. The minerals i n order of abundance are, marcasite k%, 
gangue 23%, pyrrhotite 20%, chalcopyrite and sphalerite 1%, limonite 5%. 

Some typical contact minerals such as grossularite, augite, tremolite, 
diopside and epidote were noted i n association with this deposit. Hence, 
i t can probably be classed as pyrometasomatic. 

Mineralogy of # 3 . 

Galena, sphalerite mineralization occupying a fissure vein in a 
cross fracture i n crystalline limestone. 

Megascopic 
The hand specimen was massive and showed no non-metallic mineral ex

cept very small amounts of carbonate. I t was composed mostly of magnetite, 
galena and sphalerite, in that order of abundance. The specimen showed a 
black coating which was due i n part tô MnoT) p 

Microscopic 
Magnetite -
Some of the sections are composed almost entirely of disseminated eu-

hedral to subhedral grains of magnetite, with minor amounts of galena, 
sphalerite and gangue. In other sections isolated magnetite grains were 



found surrounded by galena and sphalerite. (See diagram below) 

Diagram Showing Relationship of Magnetite to Sphalerite. Galena & Gangue. 

Magnetite I I f* —»j Galena I I 
Sphalerite I ~1 Gangue 

The magnetite i s seldom replaced by other minerals, though some core 
replacement was noted. Cores of sphalerite, galena or gangue were found. 
The magnetite grains range from approximately .1 mm. to .6 mm. No massive 
magnetite was observed. 

Galena -
The galena occurs as the matrix around isolated grains of arsenopyriiQ 

sphalerite and magnetite. The arsenopyrite, sphalerite and gangue are re
placed by the galena. The galena also appears as small, irregular blebs re
placing the gangue around magnetite grains. Galena i s of interest because 
i t contains an unidentified very white mineral and small irregular particles 
of tetrahedrite. The fractures i n galena are f i l l e d with limonite. 
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Sphalerite -
The sphalerite has a dark reddish-brown internal reflection indicating 

a high percentage of iron. I t appears to replace the gangue and i s i t s e l f 
replaced by galena. The sphalerite has a somewhat pitted surface but shows 
very few inclusions. A few minor inclusions of pyrrhotite are found. The 
sphalerite was found to apparently replace marcasite. (See diagram below). 
This may indicate that the marcasite was hypogene. The size of the sphaler
i t e grains ranges from less than .1 mm. to approximately 1 mm. 

Sphalerite Replacing Marcasite (?) 

k< ftnm. ^» 

Arsenopyrite -
The hard galena white arsenopyrite appears i n crystals approximately 

.6 mm. long i n galena and i s partially replaced by galena. I t shows i t s 
characteristic diamond shaped outline and long "lath-like" crystals and 
also shows bright blue and yellow polarization colours. This mineral 
occurs only i n minor amounts. 

Tetrahedrite -
Tetrahedrite was found as grey, elongate to irregular blebs i n the 

3 A.B. Edwards, Texturesof the Ore Minerals. Melbourne, Brown, Prior, 
Anderson & Pty. Ltd., 1947, p.68 
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galena, and only i n the galena. This may be the result of the unmixing of 
galena and tetrahedrite i n solid solution. The tetrahedrite does not appear 
to be controlled by the cleavage planes of the galena. The blebs are gener
a l l y narrow and range i n length from less than .05 mm. to approximately . 2 

mm. 
Unknown II -
This mineral had a creamy, whiter than galena colour, and was found 

only i n galena. The crystals, which almost always show the outline of a 
cube, rhomb, diamond or lath, had a maximum size of .04- mm. Its hardness 
appeared to be nearly that of galena and i t also appeared to have a weak 
anisotropism with colours from black to greenish-brown. An attempt was 
made to etch the mineral and the results are as follows: HgCl^ neg., KOH 
pos., KCN pos., - weak irridescent tarnish, HC1 pos., - rapid, black stain, 
FeCl^ pos., HNÔ  - assumed positive. The HC1 etch formed a distinct i r r i 
descent halo around the mineral. The results of the etching seem to place 
the mineral i n the antimony, argentite group, however, due to the small 
size of the mineral and the fact that i t is always surrounded by galena, 
the etch results should be used with extreme caution. An attempt was made 
to X-ray the mineral, but i t was too small to show a definite result. The 
colour and crystal form of the mineral sffim to point to aresnopyrite. (See 
diagram below). 

Diagram Showing Crystal Form of Unknown Mineral II 
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r Marcasite -
As before, the marcasite replaces pyrrhotite, however, here very few 

remnants of pyrrhotite remain. Marcasite was observed completely replacing 
a grain of pyrrhotite which was later veined by limonite. (See diagram below) 
Marcasite i s present only i n minor amounts. 

Limonite -
The dark grey amorphous limonite f i l l s fractures i n the galena and 

veins the marcasite and sphalerite. I t shows excellent colloform banding 
and dark red internal reflection. I t was differentiated from sphalerite 
on the basis of hardness and darker colour. 

Chalcopyrite and Pyrrhotite -
Minor amounts of chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite were found in the sphal

erite. They appeared to be the result of unmixing. 
The paragenesis of this ore i s d i f f i c u l t to determine. Diagnostic tex

tures are generally lacking. The residual characteristics of the magne
t i t e grains seem to saiggest that at f i r s t only magnetite and gangue were 
present. Later mineralizing solutions may have completely replaced the 
gangue, deposited the lower temperature minerals such as galena, and sphal
erite and l e f t the residual grains of magnetite unreplaced.^ There i s 
U This may be somewhat similar to Leadville, Colo., as discussed by Lindgren pp. 590-593. 

Marcasite Replacing Pyrrhotite 
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also the problem of the marcasite - hypogene or supergene? The replacement 
of the marcasite by sphalerite would seem to indicate a hypogene origin. 
However, a suggested paragenesis i s as follows: 

Magnetite (earliest) 
Arsenopyrite 
Marcasite 
Sphalerite (chalcopyrite & pyrrhotite as ex-solution bodies) 
Galena (tetrahedrite-also possibly ex-solution) 

(& Unknown II-contemporaneous) 
Limonite 

The minerals i n crier of abundance are: magnetite 30%, galena 20%9 

sphalerite 15%, gangue 10%, marcasite 5%, arsenopyrite U%9 pyrrhotite £.%, 
chalcopyrite 1$, limonite 3%, tetrahedrite 3%, Unknown II 2%. 

At present there i s not enough information available to accurately 
classify the deposit. Wo specimens of the wall rock were available, hence 
no thin sections could be made to determine i f contact metamorphic s i l i 
cates were present. As far as temperature i s concerned, the deposit shows 
a wide range - from high temperature magnetite and pyrrhotite through to 
intermediate sphalerite and galena. From this i t would appear that the 
deposit ranges from hypothermal to mesothermal and possibly lower. 

Mineralogy of #L. 

Mineralization i n the talus approximately 1 thousand feet below #3. 
Megascopic 

Only one specimen was available from this portion of the Contact Group. 
It appeared to have approximately the same mineralogy as #3 but with a much 

5 A.M. Bateman, Economic Mineral Deposits. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1950 
p. 4-0 
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lower percentage of magnetite. The hand specimen seemed to be composed es
sentially of sphalerite, galena and pyrite. 
Microscopic 

Magnetite -
As described i n #3 the magnetite occurs i n isolated euhedral to sub-

hedral grains i n galena, sphalerite and marcasite. The grain size ranges 
from .05 mm. to a maximum of . 5 mm. 

Pyrite -
The pyrite occurs as fractured crystals with a maximum size of approx

imately 2 mm. The pyrite i s replaced by galena, s|ihalerite and pyrrhotite 
giving the grain boundaries a corroded effect. (See diagram below). The 
fractures i n the pyrite are f i l l e d with galena and sphalerite. 

Diagram Showing Corroded Pyrite Crystal 

j trtm ^ 

Galena -
Megascopically the galena appears as small irregular veinlets running 

across the polished section. I t replaces sphalerite and pyrrhotite but 
shows a preference for the sphalerite. I t w i l l replace the sphalerite and 
leave ex-solution laths of pyrrhotite unreplaced and jutting into the 
galena. The galena contains isolated grains of magnetite, pyrrhotite and 
sphalerite, and also irregular, elongate blebs of tetrahedrite. 

Tetrahedrite -
The tetrahedrite appears as elongate and irregular bodies i n the 
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galena. The percentage of tetrahedrite is higher than in #3 and the bodies 

are larger. Some of the tetrahedrite encloses an anisotropic unknown min

eral. (See Plate I p. 16) 

Unknown III -

The occurrence of this mineral is shown in Plate I, p. 16. This min

eral is slightly darker than galena and appears to be slightly harder than 

tetrahedrite. It is strongly anisotropic with polarization colours blue to 

bluish white, to light green to grey. It is non-pleochroic and shows no 

internal reflection. An attempt was made to etch the mineral and the re

sults are as follows: Hg&g neg., KOH neg., KCN neg., HC1 neg., FeCl^ neg., 

HNÔ  pos. - rapid, black stain. As before^this mineral is very small, (the 

mayimum size observed was .1 mm.) and the etch tests should be used with 

caution. The etches place the mineral in the group with aikinite, borth-

-enite and blsmutoplagionite. It was suggested^that the mineral might be Ou 

lead-antimonide• 

Alabandite -

The alabandite occurs in what appears to be ex-solution intergrowth 

in .sphalerite. This texture is well shown in Plate II, p. 16. Small i r 

regular bodies and laths of pyrrhotite seems to have been unmixed at about 

the same time as the alabandite. Possibly the pyrrhotite unmixed a l i t t l e 

later since a pyrrhotite lath was observed cutting across an alabandite 

lath. Alabandite also occurs in large irregular bodies about 1.5 mm. in 

length. 

The alabandite has a hardness of C and is isotropic. Its internal re

flection and powder have a greenish tinge. The etches are as follows: 

HgCl2 neg., KOH neg., KCN neg., HC1 - effervesces, liberates H2S and ~tar-

nishes black, FeCl^ neg., HNÔ  pos., liberates H2S and etches black. The 

6 Dr. H. V. Warren 
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odour of HoS is a distinctive part of these etch tests. This mineral was 

positively identified by X-ray methods.7 

Sphalerite -

The sphalerite has a dark red internal reflection and runs as irregular 

veinlets across the polished section. It contains grains of pyrite, mag

netite and pyrrhotite. It is replaced by galena but replaces pyrrhotite. 

The sphalerite contains ex-solution laths of alabandite and pyrrhotite (as 

described above). 

Pyrrhotite -

The pinkish-cream coloured pyrrhotite is almost completely replaced by 

marcasite. In some instances^residual remnants of pyrrhotite were found 

completely surrounded by marcasite. Grain size ranges from small remnants 

in marcasite to todies 1.4- mm. long. Pyrrhotite is replaced by galena and 

sphalerite. 

There may be two ages of pyrrhotite in this section, An early age of 

pyrrhotite replaced by marcasite, galena and sphalerite, then a later age 

of pyrrhotite that existed in solid solution with the sphalerite. 

Marcasite -

The marcasite shows colloform banding and replaces pyrrhotite. This 

is shown in Plate III, p.17. 

Limonite -

The dark grey limonite occurs as veinlets in the galena and sphaler

ite. It is found only in minor amounts. 

The approximate percentages of the minerals are as follows: sphaler

ite 3055, galena 15#, alabandite 15%, pyrite 10%, marcasite 1C#, pyrrho

tite 9%, magnetite 5%, tetrahedrite 3%, limonite 2%, Unknown III 1%. 

7 The X-ray work done by Dr. R.M. Thompson 
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Since only one polished section was available from this group i t is 

difficult to determine the paragenesis. However, a suggested paragenesis 

follows: 

Magnetite 

Pyrite 

Pyrrhotite 

Sphalerite 

Alabandite 

Pyrrhotite 

Galena 

Tetrahedrite 

Unknown III 

Marcasite 

Limonite 

The temperature range of this portion of the Group is about the same 

as is #3, that i s , from hypothermal to mesothermal and possibly lower. 

This indicated by the assemblage of metallic minerals from magnetite 

through to galena and sphalerite. Alabandite, which is present in #4 but 

not in #3, i s apparently a fairly high temperature mineral deposited from 

hot solutions by the action of H2S upon Mn bearing waters. Due to the 

meagre information the deposit cannot be classified as to type. 

Conclusion 

As was mentioned in the introduction, a part of the problem was to de

termine whether #4 (the specimen obtained in the talus slope) was a con

tinuation of Vein #3, (which runs into talus and is obscured), float from 

Vein #3, or a completely different vein. From the following mineralogical 

evidence i t does not appear that #4 is float from vein #3 as i t is now 

exposed. 
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(1) Presen%%f Alabandite and pyrite in #4. 

(2) Sphalerite in #3 has many inclusions of pyrrhotite, while the 

sphalerite•in #4 has only minor inclusions. 

(3) Much higher percentage of magnetite in the specimens from #3. 

(4) The general structure of the ore appears quite different. Sec

tions from #3 give the impression of disseminated grains of mag

netite, sphalerite and gangue in a matrix of galena. On the 

other hand the section from #4 has small veinlets of galena and 

sphalerite with irregular bands containing pyrite, pyrrhotite, 

and marcasite. 

From this evidence i t appears that #4 may be a new vein or i t may be a con

tinuation of old vein #3. It has not been prospected and i t is not known 

whether #4 is float or outcrop. 

The assays of the ore from the Contact Group show 60 ozs. of silver 
g 

per ton. According to Edwards, galena with silver in excess of 30 ozs. per 

ton must have silver minerals present. No silver minerals were observed in 

this ore, unless one of the unknowns proves to be a silver mineral. The re

maining 30 ozs. of silver present can probably be accounted for i f the tet

rahedrite is argentiferous. 

This essay has briefly touched only on the major points of the Contact 

Group. It will be interesting to see what future work reveals about the 

paragenesis, classification and correlation of these ores. 

8 Edwards, op. cit., p. 90 
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Plate I I - Alabandite Unmixing from Sphalerite 



Plate III - Marcasite with Colloform Banding 
Replacing Pyrrhotite  
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List of Sections and Minerals 

#1. Sections CIA and C15 -

Bismuthinite, Unknown I, Quartz, and Pyrite 

#2. Sections C9 and CIO -

Pyrrhotite, Marcasite, Chalcopyrite, Sphalerite, Gangue (Carbonate) 

#3. Sections C2. C3. C£. C5. and C6 -

Magnetite, Arsenopyrite, Marcasite, Sphalerite, Chalcopyrite, 

Pyrrhotite, Galena, Tetrahedrite, Unknown II, and Limonite. 

#4. Section C7 -

Magnetite, Pyrite, Pyrrhotite, Sphalerite, Alabandite, Galena, 

Tetrahedrite, Unknown III, Marcasite, and Limonite. 
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Diagrams Showing Approximate Positions of Unknowns i n Sections 
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